South Tabor Neighborhood Association
Land Use Committee Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, November 13, 2018, 7–8:30pm at Trinity Fellowship, 2700 SE 67th Ave.
Facilitator: John Carr. Attendees: John Carr, Tina Kimmey, Jeff Christensen
Debrief Friends of Trees/STNA Tree Planting
NOTES: Planting for Montavilla, North and South Tabor happened on 11/3/18. STNA LUC partnered with
FOT/Haley Miller by helping with recruitment for trucks, drivers, and volunteers. Posted on STNA website,
Nextdoor, Facebook. Sent reminders. Marcelle contacted Haley afterward for feedback. There were 4 drivers
from STNA on 11/3. 155 trees planted then and 21 the following week by FOT's landscaping contract partners,
Wisdom of the Elders. 40 of those trees were planted in South Tabor, and 33 of those 40 trees were street trees.
NEXT STEPS:
 Touch base next summer with FOT as they starting ramping up for next year's planting.
 Explore having STNA volunteers dedicated to plantings in our neighborhood as much as is feasible.
Street Prototyping Project, SE Woodward @ SE 62nd
NOTES: Online form submitted to PBOT Streets Project in mid October. Followed up with third email to
Richard Eisenhauer from PBOT who joined our committee meeting in August. Also contacted Leah Fisher at
SEUL in mid October letting her know of the delay in response. She acknowledged this PBOT team is not the
best in responding. She’s willing to make calls, but advised to give it a month. At our October meeting, we
brainstormed several options for SE 62nd and Woodward. Jeff then observed the intersection the following
week with a typed summary. We discussed his findings and next steps to keep this safety project moving
forward.
NEXT STEPS:
 John to ask Safe Routes to School rep what their estimated cost for the full sidewalk improvement project
was based on and when the next round of funding decisions will be. John will also research the street widths
and variations in the project area.
 Eventually, we want to put together an overview of the options we've discussed for the pilot project and
solicit neighbor involvement and feedback via flyers, a meeting, etc.
Kellogg Middle School Land Use Notice
NOTES: We reviewed the Land Use notice for a Type III Conditional Use review and requested adjustments.
We discussed the pedestrian access points on SE Franklin and SE 69th and PPS's assurance that these would not
be gated or locked. We had no objections to the application or the requested adjustments.
NEXT STEPS:
 John will draft a letter in support of approval and send to Marcelle for review. If the board/membership
approves this on 11/15/18, Marcelle can email it to the case planner by the comment deadline of 11/16/18.
Next Scheduled Meeting: Tuesday, January 15th, 2018, 7–8:30pm at Trinity Fellowship, 2700 SE 67th Ave.

